
BCPC Season 11, Game 5 – Friday 4 April 2014 

 

Bonjour, mes amis. 

So I’m really enjoying Brian saying every month, “Make sure you bring the 
table!” and then turning up to see that the table wasn’t needed. Although tbf 
it’s Dale that suffers. ☺  

And actually I should be grateful to the big man for picking up my work papers 
that I left lying around after the Premier League final. Er, oops! 

Btw before I forget, this week’s game was sponsored by US snack: 

 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wjTFYhoku_E 

It’s a cracker! 

(Actually it’s not.) 

Week 5 then, a key game to determine who will go into the final game in 
contention for the title and seats. After week 4 the top of the pops were: 

 
Position  Name Points 

1 Gareth  32 

2 Mark  27 

3 Debjani Dun  23 

4 Tod  22 

5 Steve  18 
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We are (wim) off (off) 

Highlights from the pre-final table action: 

• ‘The Tod’? v Mooch – In the first level Mooch raised to 125 and Tod called 
in the BB. Flop came A67. Check, bet and call. Turn was a queen. Check, 
bet and call. Everyone’s all, “Oooh, Mooch, you don’t wanna see a jack on 
the river. River was a jack. Tod now bets out. Mooch folds and shows 67. 
Tod shakes head in awe and shows A6! No ‘the Tod’, but a great fold 
regardless. 

• Foyie came a cropper playing A2 against Eagles (who was egging him to 
re-raise pre-flop, lolz) who had KK. The board was K25 6 2 and with Paul 
calling every straight he thought he’d lucked out hitting trips on the river, 
but no dice. 

High Hand High Jinx 

• Congratz to Jay on being the first winner of the High Hand Jackpot, 
winning a tidy sum (£60-£70?) with quad jacks. Cool runnings. 

More stuff 

• A double elimination as Dale (66) took out Gaz (JQ) and Wozza (AJ). 
Sixes held for the wee man. Wozza declared before the game he would be 
leaving the club after today. That’s a shame and we hope he’ll be back in 
the future. 

Break chat 

• Talk drifted to Tony’s new look – thinned down and sans Tintin flick. Ant 
lamented, “We want old fat spikey back.” What, you mean this chap? 

 
Pass us a chip
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Sweat with Tony 

• Old Fat Spikey v Eagles 

 
EPT Black Country 

I’ve begun laughing even just starting to type this. OK, so folded round to 
Mark in the SB with Tony in the BB (or Large Blind, according to Rob). 
Mark has about 5.5k I think. Tony has about 7k. Blinds are 100/200. Mark 
shoves(!). Tony wakes up with AK and calls. Mark shows Quing diamonds. 
Flop 2d 6d, 9s. Turn Qc. River 3d. So Tony ended up losing twice, once to 
the queen and then to the flush. Tony tried to argue for the rest of the night 
that it was a bad shove by Mark but as we all pointed out he won 12k so 
how could it have been?  

The only way we could get Tony to stop talking about it was to mention the 
Nic Rawlings Omaha hand. ☺  

Btw quing is defined in the Urban Dictionary as: 
‘A transgendered, non-gendered, or ambiguously gendered monarch.’  

I don’t think that’s relevant, just thought it was interesting. 

Stuff continued 

 Tod saw a good double-up opportunity, shoving 4k with pocket tens UTG. 
All looked bleak though when Adam re-shoved and showed pocket jacks, 
but a ten in the fireplace gave Tod the suckout. Cracker Jack! 

• Dawn announced that she was going to start calling raises and bets “cos 
she was sick of being knobbed off”. No comment here. 

• Eagles doubled up against Adelaide Bull (or Adeye Bull, as Tony insists on 
calling him) with AQ v AK. AIPF, board ran out JK4 A T. 

• Former champ Mooch exited in 11th as the bubble boy – fought back well 
from being low-stacked early on but just missed out on the points.  
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Final Table 

Position  Pts Name Comment 

10 1 Dawn Wilson Dawn felt proper knobbed off and 
a little frustrated as she went all in 
with 85d v Jay who had J9.  

I can’t remember the action but 
perhaps both were all in? Or had 
Jay raised and Dawn shoved? 
Anyway it was enough to scare off 
Captain Bluebook who folded 
tens! Good fold though as the flop 
came down 599. Oh hang on, the 
turn’s a ten. Doh! River a blank 
and we lost Dawn.   

9 2 Brian Yates Bri thought he’d found a not 
terrible spot getting his remaining 
chips into the middle with A2. 
Unfortunately Steve R and Jay 
were also all-in, with AK and KK, 
respectively. The kings held, Bri 
was eliminated and Steve was left 
on fumes.  

8 3 Laura Rhoden Standard shove with 99, unlucky 
to run into Ant with JJ. Board 5JA 
T A. 

7 4 Steve Redfern A good 60:40 spot with A7d 
versus Jay’s J9s. Flop and turn of 
7K6 8 still left Steve a favourite 
but the river ten saw Jay make a 
straight. 

 Tod raised with pocket sixes. Jay may have either 3-bet or just called. Or 
maybe wasn’t even in the hand at all. I dunno. Anyway Ando O went all-
in, and Tod eventually called. Tod was way behind though to Andy’s 
pocket jacks, but Tod held the 6 of diamonds and three diamonds on the 
flop together with a fourth on the river gave Tod the double-up. Cracker 
Jack! 

 I later asked Tod what the hell he was thinking calling off his chips with 
just 66. He said the way Andy had gone all-in, he just couldn’t put him on 
a big overpair. I told him he was an idiot but he did counter by saying on 
the off chance Andy had JJ then there would be two J6s on the table and 
it would be therefore impossible for him to lose. (Yep, he’s still an idiot.) 

• A ker-razy hand as Adelaide Bull raised, Eagles (A9) went all-in, Ant (AK) 
went all-in and Andy (JK) went all-in. AB folded. Board was 9TQ A 5, 
seeing Andy double up and Mark winning the side pot.  
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Position  Pts Name Comment 

6 5 Mark Eagles Mark raised in early position and 
Tod shoved with AQ in the BB. 
Mark thought Tod was at it and so 
called with AT. However Tod had 
AQd which held. 

• Ant doubled up through Jay, his J9 outdrawing Jay’s KT  

5 6 Jay Scott Tod raised in early position with 
77, Jay came over the top all-in 
with 55 and Tod called. The 
sevens held. 

4 8 Ant Williams All-in with A2 called by Andy O 
with A6. No help for the Ant Man. 

3 10 Andy Overton A great position to double up as 
Andy’s A9 shove is called by 
Adelaide Bull’s A2c. The ‘c’ should 
give you a clue there to what’s 
coming next. The board ran out 4c 
Tc, 3d, 8c, 9s. Unlucky, dude.  

Runner-
up 

12 Steve Healey Tod lucked his way to a 2-1 chip 
lead and with blinds relatively high 
Steve shoved the button with A2. 
Tod woke up with AQ though 
which held on a 376 J K board. 

Winner 15 Tod Wood A career fourth win for Tod, 
who was happy to turn a good 
position into a win for once, 
having got, in his opinion, too 
many seconds and thirds. 

Tony said, “Well done.”  

 
Looking good 
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Check out the website for full league standings and to see who needs to do 
what in the final game to win a seat or indeed the title. Also ahead of the final 
game no doubt Brian will do his sensitivity analysis on who needs to do what, 
and they need this, but not if so-and-so gets that, etc. Always a good read. My 
limited and probably incorrect understanding is that the title is now a four-
horse race between Tod, Mark, Gaz and Debjani. 

 

Next game:  

Friday 2 May 2014 

Check out the website for latest league standings a nd other stuff 
including calendar of other events/games. 

http://www.blackcountrypokerclub.org  

 

Nearly one last thing… 

After the last league game I said: 

(If you’re not already watching it, I’d check out 100 Greatest Poker 
Moments on Sky Sports 10pm Tuesdays – Jesse May and Sam 
Trickett guide us through some brilliant moments. OK some rubbish 
ones as well but we’re into the top 30 now so I’m sticking with it. Really 
hoping this one will be there – my all-time favourite poker moment: 

http://www.pokertube.com/videos/andrew-robl-vs-toby-lewis-quads-
over-quads 

“Look at Timoshenko’s face!” ☺) 

This was actually voted No. 2 ha ha! 

No other real TV news. The Trip to Italy has started on Fridays BBC2. 
Obviously watch it if you liked The Trip. The Walking Dead series 4 has just 
finished on Fox, which was bloody brilliant. And I’m also loving True Detective 
on Sky Atlantic. 

While searching for the Fat Tony pic above on JP Round’s Facebook page I 
did stumble on this, which made me laugh: 
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Finally 

One programme I do love is Dara Ó Briain: School of Hard Sums (Tuesdays 
on Dave). This is a show about maths and so I wonder if they could answer 
Laura’s circle and square problem? The question is, if the area of a square is 
smaller than a circle, will it always fit inside the circle? 

Consider a square of size 4cm x 4cm. It’s area is 16cm2. Now consider a 
circle of diameter 4.6cm, so has radius (r) 2.3cm. Its area is π x r2 = 16.62cm2. 

. 

So the area of the square is smaller than the circle. 

What we need to check now is whether the distance from the centre of the 
square to the corner is less than the radius of the circle, i.e. does the square 
fit inside the circle. We can use Pythagoras for this: The length of the diagonal 
of the square is the square root of the square of the two sides. So diagonal 
has length =  √(42 + 42) = √32 = 5.66. Therefore the distance from the centre 
of the square to the corner is half this = 2.83cm. 2.83 > 2.3 therefore the 
square does not  fit inside the circle. � 
 
And that’s how I roll! ☺  


